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Hello and sorry for the

delay! We've all been busy

with school so that's why it

took us so long to post this

issue of No Name. We hope

it was worth the wait

though! Enjoy.



DONT BUY FUR
Don’t buy fur, don’t pay for cruelty!

            Humans have been wearing animal

fur for millennia, what is unprecedented

is the severe abuse that animals

experience only for economic and

materialistic profit.

In early human civilization, animal fur

was used for survival and necessity, but

this is clearly no longer the case today.

            As human technology has

progressed and created a range of

clothing options available, there is no

reason to wear animal fur other than for

conspicuous consumption and monetary

gain. In a capitalist and competitive

global market, fur farming methods are

designed to benefit only the bottom line.

In the end, innocent animals pay the

ultimate price. Fur-farming is a

shamefully inhumane practice, and it is

our responsibility to put an end to this

cruelty.

What can we do?
 

            The easiest way to help stop

animals from suffering in the fur industry

is not to wear fur at all or anything made

from animals. Check the label, and if it

shows that

an item was made from animals, put it

down. Look for clothing and accessories

that were made with cotton, cotton

flannel, polyester, and synthetic

shearling instead

-Inga
Gładka



Nowadays , we meet with excitement over animals.

Animals trust in people immensely and I don’t understand

how you can use it to be bullied. It is obviously necessary

to prosecute and punish the perpetrators. You have to

react when you see signals that violence can occur.

Remember that an animal is a living being who has

feelings. Let us not hurt them and let us not only be an

owner for them but also the best life companion

- Ania Adamczyk 





POLISH
REPRESENTATION IN

FOOTBALL
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Ranczo - The Best Polish Comedy Series !
The ranch is a comedy series of drama directed by Wojciech

Adamczyk, created in 2006-2009 and 2011-2016, broadcast on TVP 1

and on TVP Polonia with English subtitles. Currently, it is repeated

on TVP HD and TVP Series. The scenes were recorded mainly in the

town of Jeruzal and m.in. Latowicz and Sokulach. The main theme

of the series is the arrival from America of Lucy Wilska (Ilona

Ostrowska) to Wilkowyja (Poland) to her family home, which she

received inheritance after her deceased grandmother. After

pending a few months, she renovated the house and got married to

Kusy (Paweł Królikowski). They founded a family together and

raised their first child. After several years, Lucy became the head

of the village of Wilkowyje (Jeruzal) and chewed from the post of

the former mayor Paweł Kozioł (Cezary Żak). Paweł, after losing

the election, founded together with his good accomplice Arkadiusz

Czerepach (Artur Barcis) a senator's office. Lucy, unfortunately,

did not stay for the second term and decided to go to America for a

long time.  



 At the time ,Krystyna Więcławska (Dorota Chotecka) became the

new mayor, wife of the current minister of construction, Mr.

Andrzej Więcławski (Grzegorz Wons). After several years spent as

a senator, Paweł became the President of the Republic of Poland

and his partner - the Prime Minister of the Republic of Poland.

After a long absence, Lucy returned to Wilkowy and decided to

take her husband with her. Unfortunately, further episodes have

not been broadcast.

-Łukasz Ściana











THANKS FOR READING
!!! 

SEE YOU
SOON 



E D I T O R I A L  S T A F F

Agnieszka Kogut
Counsellor
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